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Dear Friends, 

 

As I write, our government is making plans to send refugees and 

asylum-seekers to Rwanda to be processed and possibly resettled.  

The Most Revd and Rt Hon Justin Welby, in his Easter Day sermon, 

described the policy as “the opposite of the nature of God” and 

said that the serious ethical questions over sending asylum seekers 

abroad cannot stand the judgement of God. 

 

Politicians who once railed against channel migrants for coming here to “steal our 

jobs” are now claiming that the motive for such a policy is compassion and a concern 

for their welfare. 

 

“What does the Lord require of you but to do justice, to love mercy and to walk 

humbly with your God.” 

 

Justin Welby said that it is not the place of the church to formulate detailed policy - 

that would be political meddling - he is right.  But it IS the place of the church to hold 

the world up to God’s gaze under the guidance of the Holy Spirit and speak 

prophetically. 

 

Several MPs have hit back, telling him that he should not meddle in politics, but at 

the same time complaining that he has not offered a detailed alternative.  It’s 

disingenuous to tell someone not to be involved in politics but also demand that they 

propose a detailed policy.  (Not to mention the fact that our constitution puts 

Bishops deliberately into the House of Lords specifically to be involved in scrutinising 

Government policy.) 

 

Proponents of this Rwanda scheme have used words carefully to stoke age-old myths 

about refugees and asylum seekers.  One of the most pernicious untruths is around 

the word “illegal”.  The government constantly describes those who arrive by boat 

across the channel as “illegal” - thus suggesting that their subsequent claim is 

tarnished or null and void.  It also suggests that they had another option to get here 

and claim asylum. 
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The truth is that the vast majority have no other option.  Other than a handful of tiny 

schemes related to specific countries (Afghanistan, Ukraine, Hong Kong, Syria) there 

are no safe, “legal” routes to claiming asylum in the UK.  For the vast majority, the 

ONLY way to get here is by a route that our government describes as “illegal”.  

Someone getting to a country to claim asylum is not “illegal” - they have every right 

to do so under international agreements that our country has signed up to. 

 

“What does the Lord require of you but to do justice, to love mercy and to walk 

humbly with your God.” 

 

You and I cannot fix this, but we are not powerless.  You have a voice and the 

freedom to use it where asylum seekers often don’t.  The very least that you can do is 

use that voice and contribute to conversations going on around you - face to face or 

online - wherever they happen.  You can find and take opportunities to learn beyond 

the internet myths, beyond the screaming tabloid headlines, beyond the loud-mouth 

opinion in the local pub and speak words of truth and compassion into a conversation 

that badly needs it.  You can do it quietly, gently, and insistently.  See the article on 

page 4 -‘Six Truths’ about refugees and asylum seekers which you can gently insist 

on. 

 

“What does the Lord require of you but to do justice, to love mercy and to walk 

humbly with your God.” 
 

Every blessing, 

Phil 
 
 

 
 

============================================================ 
 
 

 

I will repay 
 

 

 

(Please note that the views expressed in this article are those of the author and not in any 

way representative of the views of Sawston Free Church.) 

 

Day 44 of the war in Ukraine. News of atrocities pouring in, some verified, some not. Much 

concerns Russian-related forces. Some concerns Ukrainian forces. I find myself mulling 

over the category of 'revenge'. I also find myself thinking about slogans, and how slogans 

seem to operate in our brains like the  short-cut icons on our computer screens - when the 

icon is clicked, it takes us straight into the heart of the matter, for good or for ill. 
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William Shirer's The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich appeared in 1960. I probably took it off 

my father's shelves some five years later. It was much acclaimed for its accurate reporting 

of events (if not for its theorising about the roots of Nazism). As a teenager, I was gripped. 

 

To this comic-raised child, war was a good clean fight between Goodies and Baddies. (We 

won, of course.) I read with horror Shirer's accounts of carpet bombing and civilian deaths 

first in Britain and then in Germany. (Surely, today, both would be described in terms of 'war 

crimes'?) But that was as nothing compared to the Eastern Front. Shirer's account of 

German and Russian atrocities as the war moved first east and then west stunned me. My 

naive imagination could scarcely accommodate the graphic descriptions of gratuitous 

vengeful barbarity. And Russia, not 'we', won. 

 

Vladimir Putin has been drilling this 'heroic' narrative into the minds of Russians ever since 

he first became president in 2000. The conscripts now fighting and dying in Ukraine have 

never heard anything else. Does it not follow that when naive, exhausted, cold, hungry, 

frightened and ill-led young soldiers, watching their friends dying in droves, are told that 

their mission is the de-Nazification of Ukraine, buttons are pushed in their brains taking 

them straight into a mythological situation that they understand all too well? Back on the 

Eastern Front, they know what to do. 

 

And Ukrainian atrocities? All we have to do is run the mirror argument. The Russians are 

behaving 'like the Nazis did', according to Ukraine's president, Volodymyr Zelensky. When 

he says that what lies ahead will be like WW2, it is the Eastern Front he is referring to. I am 

not sure that is wise to say that to exhausted, angry Ukrainian soldiers. Yes, it might well 

motivate them, but to what? 

 

Our New Testament material on this subject is not vast, but it is worth pondering. Old 

Testament stories abound. One thinks of how David slaughtered as many of Saul's relatives 

as he could find, and then placed the last survivor, the pitiable Mephibosheth, under house 

arrest to keep an eye on him. For this, he is much praised (2 Sam9). Saul began the 

extermination of the Amalekites (1 Sam 15). David completed it (1 Sam 27), thus satisfying 

an anger that God had nursed ever since the Amalekites had harassed the Israelites in the 

time of Moses. Christians, I think, should reject these models.  

 

Our starting text must be when Jesus rejects 'An eye for an eye' as a form of justice (Mat 

5:43). Surely, Christians ignore that at their peril? There is much in the passion narrative to 

incline Christians to non-reaction to violence, from Jesus restoring the soldier's ear (Mat 

26:51 but in all four gospels) to the manner of Jesus' dying. Beyond these important gospel 

promptings, we have St Paul begging Christians in Rome not to be provoked to violence. 

'Do not repay anyone evil for evil', he says. And, perhaps crucially, '"Vengeance is mine. I 

will repay", says the Lord' (Rom 12: 14-21). Justice is one thing. Leave repayment to God. 

Sadly, when otherwise good Christian folk have their short-cut icons clicked, theology goes 

out of the window and with it, both reason and compassion. That is why people click them. 

 

      Michael P Wilson 
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Six Truths About Refugees And The People Coming To Europe, Seeking Our Help. 

1. Most people making journeys across the Mediterranean, and most of those 

gathered at Calais, are refugees 

Ministers repeatedly deny this, but the evidence is clear. The EU external border 

control agency, FRONTEX, say that most of the people come from Syria, Eritrea, 

Sudan, Afghanistan and Iraq. Of these, by far the largest group are Syrians.   

2. These are people fleeing persecution and terror 

A refugee is someone who is at serious risk of persecution in their home country. 

They are at risk of such things as bombardment and violence from all sides in Syria, 

which has included barrel bombing and gas attacks; or torture, repression and 

enslavement by their own government in Eritrea. 

This is not about economic betterment; it is fundamentally about life and liberty – 

which is why so many men, women and children risk their lives trying to get to safety 

in Europe.  

3. There are no safe and lawful routes available for these people 

To claim asylum in Europe, refugees have to get here first. To travel by ordinary 

lawful routes, these people are required to obtain visas. And there are no visas 

available for those who are seeking asylum.  A tiny number of refugees are permitted 

to resettle from unsafe and unsustainable conditions in countries neighbouring their 

own – such as refugee camps in Jordan and other precarious situations in Lebanon. 

With the rise in the global refugee population, conditions in poorer countries hosting 

many more refugees than Europe is receiving are often inadequate, devoid of hope 

and dangerous. Some feel they’ve no choice but to move on. For them, people 

smugglers and perilous boat journeys are the only choice left. 

4. There is no legal requirement for a refugee to claim asylum in any particular 

country 

Neither the 1951 Refugee Convention nor EU law requires a refugee to claim asylum 

in one country rather than another.   There is no rule requiring refugees to claim in 

the first safe country in which they arrive.  The EU does run a system – called the 

Dublin Regulations – which allows one EU country to require another to accept 

responsibility for an asylum claim where certain conditions apply. (but we left the EU) 
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5. The UK is not disproportionately affected by the global refugee crisis, and neither 

is Europe 

Countries like Turkey and Pakistan host more refugees than all EU countries 

combined. Except for Turkey, no European country appears among the top ten hosts 

of refugees. Ethiopia, Kenya, Chad and Uganda are all on that list.  85% of the world’s 

refugees are accommodated in developing countries, in proportion to its population, 

the UK ranks 14th in Europe for asylum applications. 

 

6. The UK asylum system is no more generous than many others 

Asylum-seekers in the UK can qualify for accommodation and financial support while 

waiting for their claims to be finally decided. This is the same in other EU countries. 

In the UK, the weekly allowance for a single adult asylum-seeker is £40.85 per week, 

lower than many other EU countries.   Elsewhere in the EU, asylum-seekers must be 

permitted to work if their claims have not been decided within 9 months, although 

some countries permit this after less time. This does not apply in the UK, where 

permission to work will not be granted unless 12 months have past and the claim 

remains undecided. The UK has introduced severe restrictions on what work an 

asylum-seeker may be permitted to do even if this condition is met. 

Detention is used much more extensively in the UK’s asylum system than in other EU 

countries. Those countries also have time limits on how long a person may be 

detained under immigration powers, whereas the UK has no time limit. 

Research tends to show that asylum-seekers know little of the asylum system in any 

individual country, including the UK, before arriving there. 

When asylum-seekers do decide they would prefer to reach a particular country to 

make an asylum claim, family, community and language connections tend to be key 

factors in making that decision. 

Amnesty International 
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Christian Aid 

 
Christian Aid week is from May 15th - 22nd . 

 
We will be hosting a speaker from Christian Aid during the Go4th service at 
10.30am on May 22nd. Do join us to hear what is happening with the work 
Christian Aid is doing throughout the world. 
 
We will be manning a stall at a Car Boot Sale at the end of May to raise funds 
for Christian Aid. Please let Mary or Pam know if you have any goods to sell. 
We need jewellery, kitchen ware, china , glass and bric a brac 
 
We have set up a Just Giving page for people to donate online – 
 

https://www.justgiving.com/page/sawston-freechurch-1650280351229 
 
By using this link, your donations will be added to the Sawston total There will 
also be envelopes available in the church each Sunday for cash donations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Save the date… 
 
Our annual Cream Tea fundraiser event will be held in the Mary Challis 
garden, Sawston on Saturday September 10th 2.30-5pm.. Tickets will be 
available nearer the time. Put the date in your diary!! 
 
Please donate generously to this charity. Thanks, Mary, Pam and Tony. 
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Greetings From Castle Camps 

 

 

 

Our Chapel has had its scaffolding removed! Hurrah!  With any luck, by the time you 

will be reading this, we will be back to having regular services.    

Our local Anglican church has been very kind to our small congregation, we 

occasionally share services on 5
th

 Sundays and usually we trade hosting venues.    

Rev. Ian Fisher and Lindi Kent have been very helpful and supportive during this time 

of waiting and have hosted our joint services since the works began.  We are very 

grateful to them.  

In June their church is holding a mini-fete and Flower Festival and our Chapel is 

submitting an arrangement with the theme of “Courage”.  I chose this theme because 

I felt our little congregation has exhibited courage in spades over the years but 

especially over the Pandemic.  God gives us the courage we need to see us through.  

Soon we will be able to meet again.  

We cannot wait!  

Sara Davey  

Secretary   

 

 

 

SFC - Church Workday – May 14
th

 - 8am till noon 

 

Please come and help keep our premises looking good. 

There are various tasks to suit all talents and capabilities from 

painting to gardening, and a chance for a chat over cake and coffee. 

 

Please let me know if you can come it really helps me to plan the work. 

Thank You       Gordon (833983) 
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Reflections 

I do hope you find the reflections from my prayer book as helpful as I do. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Be calm, be true, be quiet. I watch over you. Rest in my love. Joy in the very beauty of 

Holiness. You are mine. Deliverance is here for you, but Thankfulness and Joy open 

the gates. Try in all things to be very glad, very happy, very thankful. It is not to quiet 

resignation I give my blessings, but to joyful acceptance and anticipation. Laughter is 

the outward expression of joy. That is why I urge upon you Love and Laughter.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Draw beauty from every flower and joy from the song of the birds and the colour of 

the flowers. I am with you. When I wanted to express a beautiful thought, I made a 

lovely flower. When I want to express to man what I am - what my Father is -I strive 

to make a very beautiful character. Think of yourselves as My expression of 

attributes, as a lovely flower is My expression of thought, and you will strive in all, in 

Spiritual beauty, in Thought - power, in Health, in clothing, to be as fit an expression 

for Me as you can. Absorb beauty. As soon as the beauty of a flower or a tree is 

impressed upon your soul it leaves an image there which reflects through your 

actions. Remember that no thought of sin and suffering, of the approaching scorn 

and Crucifixion, ever prevented my seeing the beauty of the flowers. Look for beauty 

and joy in the world around. Look at a flower until its beauty becomes part of your 

very soul. It will be given back to the world again by you in the form of a smile or a 

loving word. Listen to a bird. Take the song as a message from my Father. Let it sink 

into your soul. That too will be given back to the world in ways I have said. Laugh 

more, laugh often. Love more. I am with you. I am your Lord.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Kate Leach 
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Putting Names To Statistics 

 
Muhammad and Maha were newly engaged, building a house and planning for the future 

when Syria’s civil war broke out. Within months everything changed, and they faced years 

of dislocation, prison, torture, and abuse. But now in London, they finally feel optimistic 

again.  Just before the war broke out, Muhammad was looking to the future. Newly 

engaged to Maha, he had recently opened a carpentry workshop in his home town, near the 

famous Crusader castle of Krak des Chevaliers in Homs province. 

 

‘We started building a house, a home for the future,’ he says. ‘I had so many dreams that 

came to an end when the war started.’ 

 

Initially the couple thought the war wouldn’t last long, but the violence soon spread to 

Muhammad’s town. ‘Assad’s army attacked and fighting broke out,’ he says. ‘There was an 

attack and a counter attack. We’d never seen arms or guns before, but suddenly they were 

everywhere. A man from a nearby village was beheaded, and we got scared. Me and my 

family did not want to fight with either side, so we had to leave.’ 

 

With Maha in Damascus, Mohammad and his family fled to southwestern Syria. But the 

secret service arrested him, his father, two of his brothers, his brother-in-law and his 

brother- in-law’s son after a tip-off from Muhammad’s cousin. ‘My father used to speak up 

against the regime and my younger brother participated in a peaceful protest,’ says 

Muhammad. ‘We were taken to Damascus, then to Homs prison. Of course, we were 

tortured. When we arrived in Homs prison, we were given a “Welcome Party” – this means 

we were all beaten. My father was beaten in front of us. It was too difficult. I spent eight 

and a half months in prison, my father six months. He was an old man and was severely 

tortured. He died a month after his release.’ 

 

The security forces continued to harass Muhammad and he realised he had to flee. A 

relative sneaked him across the border to Lebanon, and Maha joined him in Tripoli.  ‘People 

treated us terribly,’ says Muhammad. ‘The room we rented was in a very bad condition, not 

good even for animals. We had bad neighbours and were constantly attacked verbally by 

the locals. They kept telling us, “You are dirty refugees”.’ Maha was also targeted because 

she was a woman. ‘I was insulted and abused verbally by many men,’ she says. ‘I started 

spending all my time in my room, hardly going out. I was clearly targeted as a woman, in 

addition to being Syrian. I felt completely unsafe.’ 
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The couple moved several times, but were badly treated wherever they went. ‘There was 

daily verbal abuse,’ says Muhammad. ‘On many occasions, our employers refused to give us 

our wages, and we just had to accept it. One day, local men attacked my brother, took his 

mobile and money, and stabbed his hand. They shouted, “Get lost Syrians”. He was bleeding 

in the street and no one came to help. He was lucky they did not kill him and throw him in 

the river like they did a few weeks earlier with another Syrian man.’ 

 

The worst incident occurred just a week after the birth of their daughter, Haneen. ‘We were 

living in a flat and were five days late in paying the rent,’ says Muhammad. ‘First the 

landlord cut off our water and electricity, then he gave me less than 10 hours to find 

another flat, then he threw us out on the street. It was the middle of winter and freezing 

cold. Maha had not even recovered from the birth. In the end, my sister sent me the rent 

from Turkey: when the landlord saw the money he immediately changed his mind and said, 

“Welcome, no problem”.’ 

 

Finally, after more than three years, Mohammad and Maha managed to claim asylum in the 

UK, and now live in a small flat in London. 

 

'Our neighbours always greet us and ask if we need anything or if they can help with 

anything' 

 

Initially they were apprehensive. ‘But when we saw people waiting for us at the airport we 

felt reassured and welcomed,’ says Muhammad. ‘Our neighbours always greet us and ask if 

we need anything or if they can help with anything. We live above a nursery and the 

manager came and talked to us and said she would have our daughter in their nursery. They 

found someone to teach us English, helped us to lay down carpet, and set up the internet 

for us. The most important thing now is to learn English, so we can mix properly with people 

and I can find a job.’ 

 

For Maha, meanwhile, the move to London means they can once again plan for the future. 

‘We want a better life than the one we lived in Syria and Lebanon,’ she says. ‘In this country, 

education is great and I think it’s important that Haneen gets a brilliant education.  

Frankly, we feel safe here and we feel there is a good future for us as a family.’ 

 

Amnesty International 
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CAN – Climate Action Now 

Some comments on Recycling and what we can do to help. 

 

Think you know about recycling? Rubbish! 

If you’re not sure what to put in the green bin and what to trash, don’t be tempted to ‘wishcycle’ 

and hope for the best. 

The target to recycle 50 per cent of “waste from households” by 2020 was missed as the household 

recycling rate dropped to 44 per cent, down from 45.5 per cent in 2019 as people spent more time 

at home due to lockdowns.  

At the same time total household waste increased to 22.6 million tonnes in 2020 from 22.1 million 

tonnes in 2019. 

These are big numbers – and behind them lies considerable confusion on the part of consumers 

who want to do their bit but who are baffled by what can and can’t be recycled and by the different 

rules of different local authorities. 

Is Plastic Always Bad? 

Everything can be recycled. 

It’s rather that some products can’t be recycled economically.” 

Plastic, isn’t always as bad as you’d think. Everyone lumps plastic all together, but there are lots of 

types. 

PET-plastic, used in bottles, is much more recyclable than plastic film or polystyrene, but it can have 

a helpful purpose. Take that cucumber wrapped in single-use plastic film. It will last longer than the 

unwrapped one and it reduces food waste both in transport and in your home. 

Are Bags For Life Helpful? 

Yes, but people are buying too many. Use a fabric or a paper bag instead. 

 

Recycling Therefore Is Not About Rights And Wrongs. 

Aluminium cans might seem like a better alternative to plastic, but to melt aluminium you need to 

heat it to 750 degrees. So, if you’re measuring carbon emissions, plastic is better.” 

Plastic milk bottles now contain around 30 per cent recycled content and the fact that milk bottles 

are made of natural-coloured high density polyethylene (HDPE) makes them very recyclable. 

Contrast that with your doorstep milk delivery in a glass bottle, normally with a foil lid. Each bottle 

must be reused on average between 15 and 20 times to be as efficient as plastic from a carbon 

perspective; on average they are reused 18 times. 
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Don’t ‘Wishcycle’ 

Across the country there are more than 350 different collection methods. Speed of collection is 

prioritised in densely populated areas, leading to an abundance of co-mingled collections, which 

then reduces the quality of collected materials and means contamination is more likely to happen. 

You can help by always rinsing out your food and drink packaging and allowing it to dry before you 

put it in the recycling bin. 

Wishcycle is when you put something in a recycling bin that cannot be recycled, in the hope that 

somehow it will be. This can be worse than throwing something away that could be recycled, due to 

the impact of contamination on other products that can be recycled. Over 80 per cent of people 

admit to wishcycling. 

“And it appears to be increasing, as people respond to the greater focus in the media on the 

damage that packaging can have on the environment. 

It’s Better To Under-Recycle Than Over 

Plastic films and flexibles, such as carrier bags or vegetable bags, make up the items most 

wishcycled. Other major contaminants include drinking glasses, kitchenware, clothes and nappies, 

which can affect a whole load of recycling, meaning it could all be sent for incineration or landfill. 

Other common culprits include batteries, toothpaste tubes, plastic toys and cartons being put in the 

recycling in areas where the council does not collect them. 

Smart Recycling 

By 2024 it’s hoped that the UK will have more standardised collections. For now, understanding the 

sorting process may help you to recycle better.  

Much of it is automated, but before the machine-led process starts, a manual sorting process often 

takes place: with a team of people picking any obvious contaminants such as crisp packets, plastic 

bags, and toothpaste tubes.  

There are around 85 large Material Recycling Facilities (MRF) currently accredited to receive waste 

in the UK. They are designed to separate co-mingled recyclables into individual materials before 

they are sold. Separating materials increases the value of the waste as the separate streams are 

easier to recycle further down the chain. 

Most MRF sorting is based around item size, with small items literally and metaphorically falling 

through the cracks. This means lids can, and are likely to, get missed by the sorting and recycling 

process, as they can fall down the various gaps. 

So put lids back on or put lots of foil lids together to make something as large as a tennis ball. 

Consumers should be asking themselves - ‘Do I need that packaging?’ 

It is a real pity that a Refill store that opened in the last 2 years in Kneesworth 

Street has had to close, through lack of support. 
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If there is enough support we could think about refilling some smaller containers 

from bulk Traidcraft buys, such as washing products. 

 

Ultimately it comes down to “reduce, reuse, recycle”. 

Our job as consumers is to start thinking about the whole chain. Avoid using difficult-to-recycle 

plastics like polystyrene and PVC. 

 

(Thank you to Inform, the magazine for Methodist churches in Orwell & Royston 

Some of the content was taken from extracts from ‘The Rubbish Book: A Complete Guide to 

Recycling’ published by Unbound) 
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The Theology of Climate Justice 
 

Climate justice: Sufficiency 

To complete his series of blogs, the Revd Simon Topping, encourages us to model the spirit of 

sufficiency or “enoughness” in our daily living and to actively challenge the “rich fool” economics 

which is leading to climate disaster. 

 

I remember as a child being told (I think in jest!) that a polite way of declining a second helping of 

food at a meal was to say: “Thank you, but I have had an ample sufficiency”. This may sound like a 

very old fashioned phrase today but the recovery of a sense of sufficiency is crucial in our struggle 

to achieve climate justice. 

 

In a previous blog I referred to Paul’s desire for a “fair balance” between the abundance of some 

and the needs of others. In the same letter Paul goes on to talk about the sense of “sufficiency” that 

a Christian will feel when they are mindful of the blessings and abundant provision they receive 

from God. Feeling content with God’s provision, they are able to be generous with any surplus, 

sharing it with those who have a lack – so that a fair balance is achieved (2 Corinthians 9:8). 

 

St. Paul also uses the same Greek word to describe his sense of “contentment”, rooted in his 

relationship with Christ, no matter what life may throw at him (Philippians 4:11). In our Methodist 

Covenant prayer we aspire to this same contentment or sufficiency in our relationship with God 

when we say “your will, not mine, be done in all things” – we seek to trust in God’s blessings and 

provision alone, no matter where we may find ourselves in life.  

 

There is a direct link between catastrophic climate change and a global culture of “never enough”. 

The pursuit of “more”, whether in terms of personal wealth or national wealth (Gross Domestic 

Product), is pushing us well beyond the physical limits of our natural world. We have embraced the 

global economic model of the “rich fool” in the parable of Jesus, who builds bigger barns to amass 

ever greater possessions in the deluded belief that this will lead to long life and wellbeing. But God 

declares that storing up goods in this way does not lead to true richness.  

 

In contrast to the rich fool’s quest for more, the sufficiency which God seeks is emphasised by Jesus 

through his words in the Lord’s Prayer: “give us today our 

daily bread”. In other words, we ask God for bread sufficient for today’s needs, trusting in God’s 

providence for tomorrow. 

 

As Christians we have the opportunity to model this spirit of sufficiency or “enoughness” in our 

daily living and to actively challenge the “rich fool” economics which is leading to climate disaster. 

For it is only through this spirit of sufficiency that we will achieve abundant life for all and a 

sustainable relationship with the whole of God’s creation. 

The Revd Simon Topping is a presbyter working in the Gloucestershire Circuit. 

 

(Thank you to Inform, the magazine for Methodist churches in Orwell & Royston) 
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Royston Pastoral Report 

 

The Meteorological office counts 1st March as the first day of spring and that time of 

year when we want to go out to experience the sun on our face and enjoy the 

beautiful countryside. But for many people right now, it is an anxious time as people 

think it is safe to go without face masks and social distancing as restrictions are eased 

to almost ‘normal’.  

 

However, we need to be sensitive to the views of individuals who have an opposite 

opinion. With so many months of feeling we must still be careful and the more 

vulnerable have been holed up in their homes, many of us have had more time to 

watch the television or listen to the radio. This has meant that we have been 

bombarded with data and statistics about the pandemic causing folk to feel anxious 

and apprehensive to return to our regular activities. 

 

And of course now, we have graphic images of the war between Ukraine and Russia 

and the aftermath of bombs and missiles on the buildings in Ukraine. Our emotions 

are heightened as we see the mass exodus of Ukrainians to nearby Poland and 

beyond. It may not be long before we may see Ukrainian refugees in our community 

if members of the public agree to house refugees for at least 6 months. 

 

There will be mixed emotions when we see these scenes from feelings of despair to 

feelings of hope for these people. One has to be impressed by the Ukrainian leaders 

dogged determination to stay put and face whatever happens.  

 

People may question why this is happening and ask why God doesn’t intervene and it 

is difficult to explain that God has a plan that we don’t know and that we must trust 

in him. In the same way, people question why we lose our loved ones and struggle to 

come to terms with our loss.  

 

I know that this is a time that members of our congregation will be feeling acutely the 

anniversary of their loved ones’ passing or some other anniversary or birthday. This is 

always difficult as those not involved will have forgotten these anniversaries.  
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Whatever our position in any of these situations, we can pray for them. And we 

should also pray for God’s will to be done. If we feel helpless it may be useful to 

remember the words of John Wesley: 

“Do all the good you can, by all the means you can, in all the ways you can, in all the 

places you can, at all the times you can, to all the people you can, as long as ever you 

can.” 

 

A prayer for Ukraine and Russia 

 

Holy and Gracious God, 

We pray for the people of Ukraine and the people of Russia; for their countries and 

their leaders. 

We pray for all those who are afraid; that your everlasting arms hold them in this 

time of great fear. 

We pray for all those who have the power over life and death; that they will choose 

for all people life, and life in all its fullness. 

We pray for those who choose war; that they will remember that you direct your 

people to turn our swords into ploughshares and seek for peace. 

We pray for leaders on the world stage; that they are inspired by the wisdom and 

courage of Christ. 

Above all, Lord, today we pray for peace for Ukraine. 

And we ask this in the name of your blessed Son. 

Lord have mercy. 

Amen 

 

Joyce Goodall 

On behalf of the Pastoral Committee 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 

 

 




